
Chapter 5 and Chapter 6



Discovering the Elements

• By the year 1869, sixty 
three elements had been 
discovered.

• A Russian scientist 
named Dmitri Mendeleev 
discovered that the 
elements followed 
certain patterns.
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Discovering the Elements

• He noticed that if he put the elements in order of 
increasing atomic mass, patterns appeared.

• He also noticed that the properties of the elements 
repeated.

• He put these elements in order by atomic mass, but 
also grouped them according to properties.



Each color is a different 
“group” on the Periodic 
Table.  
The elements in these 
groups share common 
properties 
and will react in similar  
ways.





The Modern Periodic Table

-The only major change occurred in 1913, when a 
scientist named Henry Moseley discovered how to 
measure an atom’s atomic number.

-The Periodic Table was rearranged in order of atomic 
number instead of atomic mass.



The Modern Periodic Table
• The Periodic Table that we use today is very similar to 

Mendeleev’s first version.
• New elements have been added as they have been discovered.



The Modern Periodic Table
• By definition the periodic table is an arrangement of the 

elements in order of their atomic numbers so that elements 
with similar properties fall in the same column or group.



Periodic Law
• - 

• When elements are arranged in order of 
increasing atomic number, there is a periodic 
repetition of their physical and chemical 
properties.



Metals – left of the 
staircase. Form positive ions 
(cations). Have luster, good 
conductors, malleable, 
ductile, most are solids

Elements can be divided into three categories:

Metalloids (Semi-
metals) – either side of the 
staircase. Intermediate 
characteristics

Nonmetals – right of 
the staircase
Form negative ions 
(anions)
Good insulators, dull, 
brittle, shatter easily



Periodic Table Structure
• The periodic table is arranged in periods (horizontal rows) 

and families/groups (vertical columns).
• Each new period adds another energy level for electrons.
• Groups may be identified by 1-18 or by Group A/B 

numbers.



Periodic Table Structure
• Main group elements (representative elements) are groups 

1A,2A, 3A-8A



Periodic Table Families
• Alkali Metals (Group 1A)
• One valence electron
• The most reactive metals, therefore 

usually found in compounds in nature 
(rarely found by themselves)

• Always form cations with +1 charge



Periodic Table Families
• Alkaline Earth Metals (Group 2A)
• Two valence electrons
• Reactive metals, therefore usually 

found in compounds in nature (rarely 
found by themselves)

• Always form cations with a +2 
charge.



Periodic Table Families
• Halogens (Group 7A)
• Seven valence electrons
• Very reactive nonmetals, therefore 

usually found in compounds in nature 
• Always form anions with a -2 charge.



Periodic Table Families
• Noble Gases (Group 8A)
• Eight valence electrons (full)
• Most are nonreactive/inert
• Do not form ions since it’s valence 

electrons are full



Periodic Table Families
• Transition Metals, B Group (Group 3B-2B) 
• Most common metals, known as d block metals
• Can form ions with multiple charges
• Example Cu can form a +1 or +2 cation



Periodic Table Families
• Hydrogen can behave as a metal (Alkali family) or 

nonmetal (Halogen family)
• It can form a cation with a +1 charge or an anion 

with a -1 charge



Periodic Table Families
• Inner Transition Metals (Lanthanide & Actinide Series)
• Most are radioactive
• Also called the rare earth elements



Periodic Table Trends

• Certain patterns seen usually in the main group elements 
related to particular properties.



Periodic Table Trends
• Atomic radius one half the distance between  the nuclei of 

identical atoms that are bonded together
• Atoms get larger going down a group because each period 

down adds one energy level (n).
•  Atoms get smaller going across a period because more 

protons pull the electrons closer to the nucleus.
•  



Periodic Table Trends
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Periodic Table Trends
Electronegativity
• An atom’s ability, in a chemical compound, to attract 

electrons from another atom in a compound.
• Most electronegative  F  Least electronegative  Fr
• The more electrons an element has in its valence shell the 

higher the electronegativity.
• As you move down groups, valence electrons get further 

away from the positive nucleus.



Periodic Table Trends

• Increases across 
periods left to right

   
• Decreases down a 

group
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Periodic Table Trends
Ionization energy
• Energy  required to remove an electron to create an ion.
• The higher the IE, the harder it is to remove an electron
• Small atoms have a large IE because the electrons are 

very close to the positive nucleus
•  Atoms with a large EN have a large IE because if it is 

easy for the atom to grab electrons it will be very difficult 
to remove the electrons it has.



Periodic Table Trends



Chemical Bonding
• Chemical bond: A mutual electrical attraction between the 

nuclei & valence electrons of different atoms that bind the 
atoms together.

Two Types
• Ionic results from the electrical attraction between cations 

and anions

• Covalent results from the sharing of electron pairs between 
two atoms



Chemical Bonding
Ionic Bonding
• Atoms are stable when their outermost shell is full (8 

electrons
• Atoms need to gain or lose electrons in order to gain the 

octet
• Results in formation of cations (metals), losing electrons 

and anions (non-metals), gaining electrons



Chemical Bonding
Ionic Bonding
• Valence electrons are lost by the metal and gained by the 

non-metal

Na Cl

NaCl
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Ionic Bonds Properties
• High melting and boiling points

• Good conductors of heat and electricity

• Form crystalline structures

• Ionic bonds are usually strong and stable



Covalent Bonds
• Occurs between two non-metals

• Electrons are shared by both atoms to attain an octet

• A molecule forms when two or more atoms bond covalently

• Atoms may not share electrons equally



Covalent Bonds
• When this occurs the bond formed between them is a polar 

covalent bond

• If the covalent bond formed is shared equally between the 
two atoms it is non-polar covalent



Covalent Bonds Properties
• Low melting and boiling points

• Most are liquids and gases at room temperature

• Non-conductors of heat and electricity


